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                    Abstract
Based on the Riemann problem in compressible fluid dynamics, if the head of an unsteady jet acts as a physical piston for air compression, a higher-pressure field than that of the kinetic pressure from a steady jet can be generated. In this study, the pressure characteristics of this air compression method, referred to as “remote in-tube air compression,” were evaluated. The generated unsteady jet exhibited a high-pressure region in its central part that effectively acted as a physical piston (piston effect). Depending on the distance between the unsteady jet generator and a cylindrical test section, the overpressure inside the test section reached the maximum value when the cross section of the jet head and the test section were matched. This matching condition was consistent with the in-tube pressure characteristics, thereby yielding an effective method for the remote generation of a high-pressure region using a simple device.
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                    \(D_{\mathrm{jet}}\)
                  :
	
                    Effective jet-head diameter

                  
	
                    \(D_{\mathrm{n}}\)
                  :
	
                    Nozzle inner diameter

                  
	
                    \(D_{\mathrm{t}}\)
                  :
	
                    Test section inner diameter

                  
	
                    \(F_{\mathrm{jet}}\)
                  :
	
                    Compressing force of the unsteady jet

                  
	
                    \({\bar{I}}_{\mathrm{eff}}\)
                  :
	
                    Effective momentum flux inside the test section

                  
	
                    \({\bar{I}}_{\mathrm{jet}}\)
                  :
	
                    Momentum flux from jet

                  
	
                    \({\bar{I}}_{\mathrm{leak}}\)
                  :
	
                    Momentum flux of the leakage flow

                  
	
                    L
                  :
	
                    Distance between unsteady jet generator and test section

                  
	
                    \(L_{\mathrm{max}}\)
                  :
	
                    Distance at maximum \(\Delta p_{\mathrm{T1,peak}}\)

                  
	
                    \(L_{\mathrm{SW}}\)
                  :
	
                    Shock formation distance

                  
	
                    \(\Delta p\)
                  :
	
                    Overpressure, pressure increment from the atmospheric condition

                  
	
                    \(p_{1}\)
                  :
	
                    Initial absolute pressure

                  
	
                    \(p_{2}\)
                  :
	
                    Absolute pressure behind a shock wave

                  
	
                    \(p_{\mathrm{h}}\)
                  :
	
                    Absolute pressure inside the high-pressure reservoir

                  
	
                    \(\Delta p_{\mathrm{T1,peak}}\)
                  :
	
                    First peak overpressure at PT1

                  
	
                              r, z
                           :
	
                    Cylindrical coordinates

                  
	
                    t
                  :
	
                    Time

                  
	
                    u
                  :
	
                    Flow velocity inside the test section

                  
	
                    \(u_{\mathrm{p}}\)
                  :
	
                    Piston velocity

                  
	
                    \(u_{\mathrm{jet}}\)
                  :
	
                    Jet velocity

                  
	
                    \(u_{\mathrm{jet}}\)
                  :
	
                    Leakage flow velocity

                  
	
                    \(z_{\mathrm{match}}\)
                  :
	
                    Geometrical matching position

                  
	
                    \(\Delta z_{\mathrm{p}}\)
                  :
	
                    Piston moving distance

                  
	
                    \(\xi \)
                  :
	
                    Cross-section ratio

                  
	
                    \(\rho \)
                  :
	
                    Mass density inside the test section

                  
	
                    \(\rho _{\mathrm{jet}}\)
                  :
	
                    Mass density of jet

                  
	
                    \(\rho _{\mathrm{leak}}\)
                  :
	
                    Mass density of leakage flow

                  
	
                    \(\tau _{\mathrm{eff}}\)
                  :
	
                    Time duration for pressure rise at PT1

                  
	
                    \(\tau _{\mathrm{open}}\)
                  :
	
                    Time duration of piston motion
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Appendix
Appendix
The pressure sensitivity validation of piezoelectric pressure transducers (Model 113B27, PCB Piezotronics, Inc.) that were used in this study was conducted through a shock tube experiment. The details of shock tube apparatus have been described in our previous work [10]. The pressure sensors were located every 50 mm in the test section. When the driver and driven pressure were set to 93.3 kPa and 39.6 kPa, respectively, the shock Mach number was calculated as 1.18 by applying the time-of-flight method for pressure sensor signals. The measured overpressure behind the normal shock wave was \(58.2 \pm 0.013\) kPa for five shot average. The theoretical overpressure estimated from the measured shock Mach number was 58.6 kPa, implying that the nominal pressure sensitivity is correct within a relative uncertainty of 0.7%. Thus, the pressure measurement is reliable with regard to both sensitivity and repeatability.
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